
++Inquisitorial Report++

+Ghoul Stars, Chelio Sector, Planet : Tybirus 3+
+Known Population : Est 16millions.+

+Current situation+
Several small Splinter Fleets, possibly from Hive Fleet Kelast; 
which was largely destroyed in 006.M41, have entered the 
area but have avoided the planet and the cultists. Several 
Inquisitors theorise that the cult is not yet for ‘Harvest’ but 
several of my Ordo Xenos colleagues suspect they have 
avoided the cult due to plague or taint. This plague was 
reported just before the great rift split the Imperium in two 
and could explain why the planet has not been invaded or 
consumed. 

In recent years an Ork Warrgh has invaded the planet in several key industrial locations. Due to the rift we are unable to afford 
the necessary troop requirement to element both Xeno factions at once. Lord Inquisitor Stokes has stated “Let the Bastards fight 
amongst themselves for a bit”

+Battle 1 - Fireball Rising+
The Ork invasion was currently winning the ground war against the cult defenders. The Cult had established dominance over 
several generations and had access to all local military but the Orks had been relentless in their pursuit of the mining complexes 
and several had already fallen into their hands. 

Rather than let the remaining refineries and mine shafts fall, local overseers were ordered to destroy them with promethium 
charges if they were overrun. Clever cult PDF units would fall back and attempt to encircle the Orks advance before destination in 
an attempt to trap as many Ork units as possible in the destruction, sometimes at a cost of their own. 

Known Ork Invasion points

Armies
Both sides make a force to 75 power following the standard rules from the Warhammer 40k rulebook.

Command Points
6

Battlefield (see below)
The defender sets up his terrain in his deployment zone. Once the terrain is set the attacker rolls a d6 and sets up that many pieces 
of terrain in their half of the battlefield. 

Deployment (see below)
After terrain is set up the Defender sets up their army. Genestealer cult armies cannot use cult ambush EXCEPT Elite units and 
ONLY to go underground. The attacker cannot use strategic reserve. 

First Turn
The attacker rolls a d6, 1-5 the attacker goes first, on a 6 the defender goes first. 

Continuous fighting
This is not a fresh engagement for either side and both sides will have suffered casualties and possible damage before getting to this 
point. At the start of the first battle round both side roll a D6 for all of their units, including units inside transports and in reserve. 
On a 1 that unit suffers d3 mortal wounds. 

Sustained Assault
The attackers force is part of a larger push that has been encircled, to show this in the attackers command phase roll a d6 for each 
unit that has been destroyed in the game, add 2 if the unit is a troops choice. On a 4+ the unit comes back onto the table and is 
deployed within 6inch of the defenders battlefield edge. The unit can act normally during the turn. 



The attacker can also, at the end of any of their turns, remove any of their units with 25% or less of its starting unit strength/
wounds. The unit is counted as having been destroyed and has a chance to be brought back in the following turn. 

Explosive Detonation
At the start of any defender command phase the defender can choose to detonate the concealed explosives and begin the chain 
reaction. Immediately roll for every unit currently on the battlefield, friend or foe. On a 6 the unit suffers d3 mortal wounds. Roll 
again for every unit in every subsequent command phase (both sides). 

Victory Conditions - Breach the Encirclement. 
If any of the attackers Characters moves off the defenders table edge in their movement phase They automatically win the game. If 
at the end of the attackers command phase they have no characters on the battlefield (due to them being destroyed and having not 
come back on) then the defender wins. The defender also wins If the game lasts 5 turns. 

Note that the attacker nor defender can win in the first turn of the game. 

Escalating Warfare

(The Next series of games represents an escalating front between the Orks and Cult forces. These missions can be found in the Warhammer 40000 
rule book and use power levels. Some Parts have been change to give a better narrative to the games.)

+++Current Situation+++
The Orks have managed to escape the traps set by the Mining Corps and even captured more mining sites intact after several failed 
mission attempts by the corrupted PDF. The fighting was now spilling out into the surrounding towns and mine stacks as cult 
units were attempting to hold back and slow down Ork forces. 

(Next is a series of missions to be played one after the other)

...99...100...Ready or not here we come
Both sides are attempting to scout out the enemy lines before drawing more forces into the area. Teams would fight each other 
over the unstable stacks of the Mines slag heaps, many being buried by shaft collapses and land slides.

Game Size
Combat Patrol, 50 power level, 3 Command Points per side. Armies can only take patrol detachments.

Mission
Sweep and Clear, Pg 338 from the Warhammer 40k 9th Edition rule book. 

Battlefield
Try (if you can) to have some hills scattered about, with a few tress/foliage and maybe a small collection of ruins in the middle of 
the table. Recommended to play on a table size at least 44”x30” or a 4’x4’ board.

Special Rules and restrictions
Infantry only, your armies cannot include bikers, tanks, Monsters, dreads. This is a pure infantry style game.

No Command
HQ units are not used in this mission, ignore the hq section on the Patrol detachment. Also no relics or warlord traits are used. 

Unstable Ground
The armies are fighting over slag heaps and unstable terrain which could open into holes in the ground or even slide away. If a unit 
makes and advance move in the game and the advance roll is ether a 1 or a 6 then the unit making the advance takes d3 mortal 
wounds, to represent something happening to the unit. 

The Winner
The victor in this game will get an extra 10power level added to his army size in the next game. 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Cities of Death
While scouting forces tried to take every advantage, even on dangerous ground, the bulk of forces were forced into conflicts within 
the towns that had sprung up from centuries of mine works. These towns were more like cities and and units would be fighting 
across park ways and through buildings just to get an advantage. 

Game Size
Incursion, 75 power level, 6 Command Points per side. 

Mission
Recon Patrol, Pg 344 from the Warhammer 40k 9th Edition rule book. 



Battlefield
Lots of buildings and ruins. Start by placing the first ruin in the centre of the board, then place remaining ruins going outwards 
making sure that each piece is roughly 4-6inch apart. Once the board is filled with ruins, stop. Recommended to play on a table 
size at least 44”x60” or a 6’x4’ board.

Special Rules and restrictions

Supreme Command
Instead of the usual +1 command point in your command phase you get +2

Cityfight
All ruins gain the heavy cover keyword, they also confer a +2 to saving throws instead of the usual +1. 

Roads
If a unit in your movement phase does not enter or traverse any terrain feature then +2 to its movement in this phase. 

The Winner
The victor in this game will get an extra 10power level added to his army size in the next game and an additional 2 command 
points. 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Heavy Metal Madness
In the flat plains between the cities larger scale conflicts were attracting tons of armour into the vicinity, the plans soon became 
awash with wreaks that infantry squads would use to cover themselves as they tried to advance. 

Game Size
Strike force, 100 power level, 12 Command Points per side. (see Special rules below)

Mission
Firestorm, pg 353

Battlefield
A usual table set up, trees, hills, some ruins, you can even include some wrecks on their field already. 

Special Rules and restrictions

Additional Support
Both armies MUST take a spearhead detachment in their army. This detachment doesn’t cost any command points but any heavy 
support selections MUST have the vehicle keyword (cult players can have this as a Astra Militarum ‘Brood Brother’ Detachment if 
they wish)

Wrecks
In this game anytime a vehicle is wrecked do not remove it. Simply leave the vehicle where it is and place some smoke or some-
thing similar upon it to represent that it has been destroyed. These wreaks now count as impassable ruins for the rest of the game.


